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As ANKA MİMARLIK;

Our principle is to carry out our business in the 

best waywith mutual understanding, through 

scientific methods and practices by always 

giving particular importance to trust.

Our vision is; to create and implement 

projects of spaces where people can feel safe 

and peaceful inside.

Our mission is; to affix our signature 

undersustainable modern touches by 

reviewing regional values and advantages 

objectively and by adding continuous value to 

the environment.

ANKAMimarlıkİnşaat TurizmSan. ve Tic. Ltd.

Şti.was established in 2004 by Master Restorer 

Architect Ali KAHRAMAN, in order to provide 

and carry on all kinds of Architectural services 

and Construction Implementation services.

ABOUT US

MASTER RESTORER ARCHITECTALİ KAHRAMAN;

He was born in 1974  in Isparta. He graduated 

from Mimar Sinan University, Faculty of Archi-

tecture, Department of Architecture in 2000. 

He was appointed as construction implement-

ing assistant supervisor, and site manager in 

Private Companies. He completed his master’s 

degree on Restoration Historical Environment 

Assessment Program at Mimar Sinan Univer-

sity, Department of Architecture in 2006.In 

2004, he established the ANKA Mimarlık De-

sign Studio,which is owned by him.

M. ZÜLKÜF KARATAŞ;

He was born in 1948 in İstanbul. He graduated 

from İstanbul University, Faculty of Manage-

ment, Department of Business Administration.
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Geography of Kuwait : Kuwait lies in the northwestern part 
of the Arabian Gulf, between latitudes 28.30 and 30.06 north, 
and longitudes 46.30 and 49.00 east. Its north-west borders 
are with Iraq, and its south and south-west borders are with 
Saudi Arabia. Its shores of the Arabian Gulf lie on the west. 
This special location provided Kuwait with a commercial im-
portance. It is a natural outlet for northwestern part of the 
Arab Peninsula. The total area of Kuwait is 17.818 square Kilo-
meters. 

Topography of Kuwait: State of Kuwait is famous for its flat to-
pography and slightly uneven desert. The land slopes gradu-
ally from the sea level in the east at the coast of the Arabian 
Gulf to the west and the southwest. The height of the south-
western corner reaches 300 meters above the sea level. Small 
hills are spread in Kuwait, like along the ridge of Jal Al-Zour 
that overlooks the northern coast of Kuwait Bay. Also, there 
are Al-Laiyah and Keraa Al-Marw hills. Valleys, lowlands, that 
are locally known as Al-Khubarat, and sand dunes are found 
lot in Kuwait. 

Climate of Kuwait: Located in the desert geographical region, 
Kuwait has a continental climate characterized by its dry hot 
long summer and short warm winter with occasional rainfalls. 
Dusty storms often occur during the summer months. The rel-
ative humidity increases and temperature sometimes reaches 
50 °C under shadow.Despite its short period, winter in Kuwait 
is warm. However, during winter the temperature occasionally 
reaches 18 °C or even 0 °C. Winter rainfalls are irregular and 
vary in quantity from one year to other. For the autumn and 
spring seasons, they are distinguished by their short periods.

Occasions: Society in Kuwait is known for the strong ties be-
tween its members. Families, neighbors and friends maintain 
close relationships, and everyone is ready to share and cel-
ebrate special occasions with others. Citizens go on outdoor 
picnics in the deserts in the spring. They go to the seaside in 
the summer. Due to the change in Kuwaiti life manner, activi-
ties like pearl diving, fishing, business travel and shipbuilding 
disappeared. Accordingly, many celebrations, such as tradi-
tional songs, dances and activities disappeared.

Marriage: Families always treated marriage as an important 
occasion. Lots of money is usually spent on it. In the past, mar-
riage was a means of strengthening bonds between families 
of similar social and financial levels and having similar creed. 

ABOUT KUWAIT
The family used to choose the partner, rather than the bride 
or the groom.  

Al-Diwaniya
Kuwaiti houses usually consists of one hall. However, wealthy 
families establish a separate hall or specify one room in one 
side of the house and call it the “Al-Diwaniya”. This room or hall 
is secluded from other parts of the house. It is an area to re-
ceive guests, neighbors and friends to discuss current events, 
exchange views in spare time. The main doors of the diwaniya 
are kept open all day long. Along the door sides, more seats 
are set for passers-by. Some of the diwaniyas might have sea 
view where guests would like to enjoy the sea breeze in the 
summer. Sometimes the diwaniya includes a guest room for 
those who need to stay for one or more nights in the coun-
try. The diwaniya include a main sitting place, called “Diwan”. 
Doors of the diwan overlook the internal hall that is comforta-
bly furnished for guests. There are many cushions arranged in 
a specific way to be used as seats and armrests. The diwaniya, 
also, contains utensils for preparing coffee, which is redolent 
with cardamom. Using a special brazier, this coffee is pre-
pared either on the far side of the diwan or in a small annexed 
room. Coffee preparing utensils consist of graduated sizes of 
brass coffeepots with lids and long beaked spouts called “Dal-
lal”. Coffee is served in small cups made of pottery. Either the 
owner of the diwaniya prepares the coffee himself for guests 
or he hires a servant to do this job for him. Diwaniya in Kuwait 
has preserved its importance in the social, political and eco-
nomic life. Today, diwaniya is considered of the important so-
cial institutes that play influential role in the democratic and 
parliamentary life. It became a referential indicator and place 
where many decisions were made. The number of the diwani-
yas increased to the extent that one diwaniya or more can be 
found in every street. Some of them receive guests daily, oth-
ers receive guests for only one or two days per week, and oth-
ers receive guests only on special occasions.
The general atmosphere of diwaniyas became similar to that 
of social clubs, cultural and literary forums and political sa-
lons. Some of these modern diwaniyas are equipped with tel-
evision sets, radios, satellite dishes, computers and phones. 
Other diwaniyas set themselves goals to achieve, like sports, 
economic, political. They plan schedules and set dates to 
reach their goals. Others declare topics for discussion days be-
fore receiving guests. The funniest innovation in diwaniya is 
the women’s diwaniyas. These diwaniyas receive male guests 
who share their interests and activities. (from: http://www.e.gov.kw)

PHOTO FROM FLICKR.COM (Link: http://www.flickr.com/photos/omargraphic/5706672164/in/photostream/)
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In K-House ,The center of mass is divided into two as 

designed in a transparent’’ split ’’. Thus, the inner court-

yard / gallery spaced with 2 separate living area over-

looking established. For the sensitivity of private life, 

in order to protect the privacy of an introverted plan-

ning system, the exterior of the building constructed K-

House windows, designed in the form of a thin tears out 

of the relationship with the minimized with outside.

ABOUT PROJECT
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DIAGRAM OF NATURAL VANTILATION

AREAS OF SPACES

K-House, consists of two separate symmetrical parts. In a single house was designed so as to allow two different 

private living space left in the middle of these two sections opened gallery space with controlled natural ventilation is 

provided.
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SPACE SETUP

In the middle section, the ongoing introduction 

of 2.40 m across the courtyard features a pool 

started up ahead. Covered with a glass walk way 

in the introduction that this created a nice pool in 

the courtyard, using the above clearly intended 

to have a refreshing effect. To assist in the natu-

ral air-conditioning, a number of locations around 

the pool and deep cushions Or the non-living ele-

ments, placing it in the house at the intersection of 

social life and actively experience a pleasant living 

space was obtained. This is a transparent, includ-

ing spaces on both sides of a pool hall / sofa / liv-

ing space home owners / guests are in, they will be 

hosts and guest spaces is reached.
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PROPOSAL I

In the middle along pool, wonderful places one arm straight by a wide staircase to the upper floor. This ladder begins a 

one-armed, intermediate landing is divided into 2. Provides two separate private entrances to the apartment upstairs. 

After entering the apartments on the right side is a small holle bathrooms and children’s rooms. On the left, the center 

is located in the living area. Part of the gallery overlooking the living room by a sliding element by opening the desired 

time is designed to fully participate in the mid-gallery space.. It splits into the courtyard house is situated in an upright 

position can be converted into a semi-open section. After passing the living room, master bedroom is located across 

the street. Master bedroom has its own bath and a parent. ‘’ Public’’ in the gallery space of the hall on the right, facing 

the exit. This sofa can be reached in two apartments shared a common social space is intended to be a semi-private.

AREAS OF SPACES
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IMAGES

All of the requirements of the building with mod-

ern style (sociability, privacy, pool, etc.) Superior 

understanding of classical residential keeps him 

able to respond to all.
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WOOD STYLE

Wooden wall  cladding

considered as another alternative.
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Interior area limited concrete walls as well as using also 

glass wall. In order to take advantage of daylight wall fac-

ing to gallery made up glass. At any time, using a special 

design with glass shutters can be used to close that part.

INTERIOR
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PROPOSAL 2-FORM A BASIS
The basis for the construction considered reinforced concrete. Exterior walls made 

up insulated brick walls. As an exterior covering Paint over wall cladding consid-

ered. flooring material to be Laminate hardwood and ceramic materials. Suspend-

ed ceilings are Rockwool and  drywall

Most of the Doors and woodworks in House are aluminium however, building’s 

upper floor rooms are designed as wooden doors. Inside of the building is made 

of aluminum railings. Mechanical and electrical installation works related to infra-

structure contained in the proposal included in the price.
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The basis for the structure;

shutters  within the building,

Landscape’s boundary walls, landscaping, irrigation and drainage sys-

tems, swimming pools (indoor and outdoor pools),

Terrace, patio cover, glass railings, terrace exit stairs

The superstructure of the cooling system of mechanics, f ittings, show-

er systems and waste water, potable water main connection lines,

Electric lighting fixtures, camera security system, ambient exterior 

lighting,

Basement floor and any otehr exrta space if required  is not included 

in proposal

Any extra work with the extra material subject to prior agreement  

along with extra contract or ammendment on existing  contract.
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